UP paraglider school infomation.
Price
Tandem flight course
Half-day experience
Full-day experience

experience fee
insurance
¥10,000
¥1,000
¥4,600
¥500
¥8,200
¥1,000
※Payment is cash only.

shoes
¥500
¥500

total
¥11,000
¥5,600 ※need to speak Japanease
¥9,700 ※need to speak Japanease

Tandem flight course
Tandem experience the two-seater with instructors from the 300m,
Usually we start 10:00,
The flight time is between 5 to 15 mins
Depend on the wind and the wheather conditons
You'll need to wait (usually there's no waiting time but sometimes you'll
need to wait for a few hours)
Half-day experience
Enjoy the sense of float by flying from the small hill by yourself.
A few seconds every flight.
Usually we start 10:00,
The experience time is about 2hours.
Full-day experience
Enjoy the sense of float by flying from the small hill by yourself.
A few seconds every flight.
Usually we start 10:00,
The experience time is about 4hours.

Precautions
Please come here until 9:45. We will start experience at 10:00.
If you want to take our shuttle bus,you need to make reservation.
Please get in the JR Uchita station at 9:30 and we’ll pick you up there.
It takes about 10minutes to get to our school by bus.
Just in case that you can’t find our driver, give us a call.
Ｐlease send a message 5 days before the experience if you want to cancel.
You can't experience if the weather condition is bad.
※For the visitor from abroad, depend on the wheather you may need to wait.
If you have a tight schedule You may not be able to fly.
Please make sure that you have at least half day open before you make the reservation.
Please check our time line "www.facebook.com/up.paraglider.school"the day before the experience..
you can't ride a paraglider if your weight limit minimun 40kg maximum 80kg.
You need a long sleeve length pants gloves.
※Acceptance of the reservation is possible from a month ago.
※We can not accept reservations more than a month ago.
We've been receiving many calls from abroad nowaday, we'll try to reply as soon as possible.
We have limited number of customers for a, so you may not be able to make the reservation.
1. The number of participants
2. The name of the representative
3. phone number (cellphone)
4. date
※Friday is a regular holiday.
5.Please tell us your transportation.(taxi,car,or train?)
Please a message to the Facebook page If you have Facebook account.
https://www.facebook.com/up.paraglider.school
UP Paraglider School
Takebusa 391,Wakayama-shi,Wakayama Japan
Tel.0736-77-7088 (only Japanese)
Website: http://www.upsports.co.jp/nestschool/
FacebookPage: https://www.facebook.com/up.paraglider.school
Thank you.

